[0.1] While there are many theoretical studies that apply either voice-leading or formal analyses to popular music, there has as of yet not been a convincing attempt to relate form and voice leading in popular music, as Janet Schmalfeldt (1991) and others have done for 18th-and 19th-century tonal music. (1) In this study, I will make such an attempt, focusing on the early music of the Beatles from their first singles in 1962 through their 1965 album Rubber Soul. (2) I will take as a point of departure Walter Everett's Statement-Restatement-Departure-Conclusion (SRDC) phrase structure introduced in the first volume of The Beatles As Musicians (2001) and examine how this form is presented through the voice-leading structures of the Beatles' songs. (3) This form, which bears a striking resemblance to the classical "sentence" discussed by Schmalfeldt and codified in Caplin 1998, is virtually always "in sync" with the voice leading (as Smith 1996 suggests is necessary), such that the two are mutually reinforcing. I will begin by presenting a general voice-leading model for what I will call SRDC-B form-an AABA form where each A section contains an SRDC form and whose B section is the bridge-and I will discuss the dialogue between this model and various songs from the early Beatles catalog.
structures: a phrase or motive is stated (S) and restated (R), possibly with variations, followed by a third phrase that departs from the first two (D), and finally a concluding phrase (C), which often contains the title of the song in the lyrics. (5) The C phrase usually corresponds to what is commonly called the "refrain," though sometimes the refrain comprises both the D and C phrases. This overall song form, i.e. AABA (or AABABA, etc.) where the A sections divide into SRDC structures, will be called "SRDC-B" form. [1.2] For an example, consider the 1963 single "From Me To You," one of the Beatles' first hits. This song has an SRDC-B form-AABAABA in total-which is diagrammed in Example 1. Example 2 gives the first verse of "From Me To You" and shows its SRDC structure: the initial phrase (S) is restated (R) with slight modifications; these are followed by a contrasting phrase (D) and finally a concluding phrase that contains the title of the song (C). Notice that this form is also reflected in the lyrics: the first two lines express the same idea ("If there's anything that you want" and "If there's anything I can do"), the third continues this idea ("Just call on me, and I'll send it along"), and the fourth concludes it ("With love, from me to you."). [1.3] Bridge (B) sections provide both harmonic and melodic contrast to the verses. They virtually always begin away from the tonic, often on IV, and end with a "dominant retransition" on V, which is often tonicized. Example 3 shows the melody and chords of the bridge section of "From Me To You": this section begins with an auxiliary cadence in F major (IV), then proceeds to tonicize G major (V) through its dominant D 7 . (6) The overall progression in this bridge is therefore IV-V, with the arrival on V (G major) representing the dominant retransition. This motion is seen clearly in the melody, which divides into two parallel phrases, the second of which essentially transposes the first up a whole step. An overall IV-V progression is typical in the Beatles' bridge sections; this and other harmonic and melodic trends are detailed in the following section, which presents a general voice-leading model for SRDC-B form.
The Voice-Leading Model for SRDC-B form
[2.1] The goal of this study is to examine the relationship between SRDC-B form and the voice-leading structures of songs that project this form. Let us begin by noting some general harmonic trends associated with the various formal categories: S and R prolong the tonic. 1.
D begins on IV or another pre-dominant (VI is included). 2.
C completes the cadential progression. 3.
B starts off-tonic, usually on IV or VI, and ends with a dominant retransition.
4.
To illustrate these connections, Example 4 gives a voice-leading graph of "Misery" from the 1963 album Please Please Me. The formal sections S, R, D, C, and B are indicated above the graph; in addition, a dashed barline separates S and R from D and C in the verse, and a solid barline separates the verse from the bridge (this will be the case for all subsequent graphs). Example 4 shows a tonic C-major prolongation throughout the SR sections, as expected, supporting the primary upper-voice tone E ( ). The D section contains the progression IV-V, and the C section completes the cadential progression with the final I. In general, when the overall progression in the D and C sections is IV-V-I, it is equally common for the V chord to occur within the D section, as is the case here, or for the V-I progression to occur within the C section, which we will see in "I'll Cry Instead" (Example 6). In the latter case, the C section's V chord is almost always preceded by what I call the "cadential I," a root-position tonic harmony that functions like a cadential (i.e., prolongs the dominant), which is discussed in detail in Section 3. (7) [2.2] Example 4 shows that the upper-voice motion in the verse of "Misery" is the neighbor-note figure --, with arriving in the D section and returning to in the C section. The bridge retains in the upper voice as the harmony moves to VI and then descends to an implied over V at the dominant retransition. From this example, we can extrapolate some general trends of the upper voice, which follows the same patterns as the harmony: S and R prolong the primary tone. 1.
D moves to a different, usually unstable, note in the upper voice. (8) 
2.
C completes the upper-voice motion. 3.
B ends with an interruption, usually on . 4.
The third item above says that the C phrase "completes the upper-voice motion": in traditional Schenkerian theory, this motion would always be a descent to , but in the Beatles' songs, we can also interpret this motion to be a neighboring figure, as in "Misery" (Example 4 above), or an ascent to , as in "A Hard Day's Night" from the album A Hard Day's Night (1964) , graphed in Example 5.
[2.3] The verse of "A Hard Day's Night" follows the same harmonic plan as that of "Misery": there is a tonic prolongation in the S and R phrases, IV-V in the D phrase, and the final I in the C phrase. Meanwhile, the upper voice ascends from the primary tone up to : the S and R phrases prolong , and the ascent begins at the D phrase with the arrival on , finishing with the arrival of at the C phrase. (9) The high G that represents is not actually present in the vocal line, but is the implied resolution of the leading tone F from the previous measure; the G that occurs at the beginning of the B section ("When I'm home...") can be understood to represent the delayed realization of this tone. The B section begins on III, which is less common than IV or VI but not unheard of ("I'll Cry Instead," Example 6, is another instance), and passes through IV to V for the retransition. During this progression, the upper voice proceeds --in staggered parallel fifths with the bass. (10) The overall upper-voice motion from the beginning of the verse to the end of the B section can therefore be understood as an ascending fifth progression from to . While this line is not "interrupted" in the traditional sense (since it represents a line that has proceeded too far instead of being interrupted before it could arrive at its destination), it achieves the same effect as a standard interruption; furthermore, an interrupted -line descent ---is present in an inner voice (beamed downwards in Example 5). (11) 3. The "cadential I"
[3.1] Example 6 gives a voice-leading graph of "I'll Cry Instead" from the album A Hard Day's Night (1964) . This song, like both "Misery" and "A Hard Day's Night," prolongs the tonic through SR and begins D on IV. However, the C phrase comes earlier in the harmonic progression; in both previous examples it coincided with the return to tonic, whereas in this case it coincides with the arrival of the dominant and expresses the progression V-I. The V chord, though, is preceded by a root-position tonic chord, making the C phrase's overall progression I-V-I. Since we understood the D phrase as a prolongation of IV, what are we to make of the C phrase's first I chord? This I chord is an example of what I call the "cadential I": a root-position tonic that prolongs the dominant, similarly to a cadential chord. This I chord is therefore not a return to tonic; the overall progression of the verse is I-IV-V-I. (The cadential I is shown bracketed with an upward stem in Example 6.) Note that the progression [I]-V-I supports the upper-voice motion --within an overall descent from to , which is often the case with the progression V -I. (12) [3.2] The verse of "From Me To You," graphed in Example 7, is similar in harmonic design to that of "I'll Cry Instead," but projects an upper-voice descent from rather than . In this example, the upper voice remains on the same scale degree ( ) from the SR phrases into the D phrase, but in the latter this scale degree is inflected to the unstable to represent the seventh of the IV chord underneath. (13) The cadential I appears in the C phrase, with [I]-V-I again supporting --. In the B section of "From Me To You," the upper voice begins on an escape tone , which falls to for the interruption (14) ; as escape tone between and is very common in Beatles songs, especially in descents from (see for example the verse of "You Won't See Me," graphed in Example 11, and the S and R sections of "The Night Before," graphed in Example 14) . Notice that the B section of "I'll Cry Instead" does not end on , but remains on the primary tone ; in general, B sections do not include descents from to -if they begin on , they usually remain there. (15) [3.3] "I Saw Her Standing There" from Please Please Me (1963) , graphed in Example 8, is an interesting example involving the cadential I. (16) First of all, its verses are not in exact SRDC form because the first half does not consist of two parallel phrases. However, the first half itself contains a miniature SRDC form embedded in the melody (see Example 9). This miniature SRDC form is followed by D and C phrases to form the verse. In this case, the "refrain" consists of both the larger D and C phrases combined ("How could I dance...") instead of the C phrase alone. The D phrase begins not on IV as expected, but on I, and only resolves to IV-through an inner-voice passing tone 7 that destabilizes I-when the phrase is halfway over. The D and C phrases, therefore, contain the entire harmonic progression I-IV-V-I (with the cadential I prolonging the V in the C phrase). So, while the phrase structure replaces the SR phrases with an embedded complete SRDC phrase, the harmonic structure replaces the expected DC progression (i.e., IV-V-I) with the complete SRDC harmonic plan (i.e., I-IV-V-I).
[3.4] The upper voice, like the harmony, does not move at the onset of the D phrase, but remains on , which is in fact prolonged for the entire verse, ending with an arpeggiation E-B-E that takes it an octave lower. This arpeggiation, which coincides with the C phrase, begins over a cadential I; if we consider this [I] chord essentially to represent a cadential 6/4 chord, the E is a dissonant suspension which should resolve to D over V. With this interpretation, we can understand the B that occurs over this V chord to be substituting for this D , which would then resolve back to E5 (rather than the E4 that is present). In other words, the essential upper-voice motion in the C phrase is the neighbor-note figure E-D -E, which parallels the same motion seen earlier in the verse (see the brackets in Example 8). The following B section consists of just two chords (IV and V) under the interrupted line --one might be tempted to say that is the primary tone of this piece and has a delayed entrance, but that argument is weakened by the fact that is altered and is supported by a IV chord. It is more convincing to consider the as an incomplete neighbor to , making the overall motion /I in the verse to /V in the bridge. (17) 4. Different functions of IV [4.1] Traditionally, the IV chord can have either pre-dominant (by far the most common) or neighboring function. In rock music, the IV chord can be understood to have cadential function as well. (18) In other words, progressions may exist in which the IV chord takes on the function normally reserved for the V chord. This is not to say that IV substitutes for V-since the two share no common tones, it would be an odd substitution-but in the syntax of the progression, the IV chord can assume the cadential role. Therefore, progressions such as I-II-IV-I can represent full Stufenkreise, and the IV-I cadence that concludes it can hold just as much structural weight as a V-I cadence. Following Temperley 2011, I will call IV chords that function in this way "cadential IV" chords. (19) [4.2] A good example of the cadential use of IV is "Eight Days A Week" from Beatles For Sale (1964) , graphed in Example 10. The S and R phrases of this song express the chord progression I-II -IV-I. In this progression it is clear that the IV chord fulfills the function of the absent dominant chord, occurring after the pre-dominant II and leading back to I. Looking forward to the DC phrases, we can see that the I-II -IV progression occurs at a deeper level over the entire verse, with an interpolated VI chord between I and II . The IV-I that concludes this progression constitutes the C phrase, which has a conclusive (i.e., cadential) function, making it hard to argue that the IV functions as a pre-dominant or neighboring chord. (20) [4.3] How IV functions depends on where it falls within the form of the piece. In general, when IV occurs at the beginning of the D phrase or of the B section, it has pre-dominant function, and when it occurs in the C phrase, it has cadential function. This is because of the functions of these phrases within the verse: the D phrase drives the motion forward, and so does not sound conclusive (i.e., cadential), whereas the C phrase brings the verse to a close, and so inherently sounds cadential. In "Eight Days A Week," the C phrase contains the title line of the song which is both the textual and musical goal of the verse; the IV-I cadence over which this occurs is therefore the structural cadence of the entire verse (and, because of its AABA form, of the song as a whole). (21) [4.4] An interesting treatment of the IV chord occurs in "You Won't See Me" from Rubber Soul (1965), graphed in Example 11. This song expresses the same I-II -IV-I progression in its S and R phrases as "Eight Days A Week," and even has the same ---double-neighbor figure in the upper voice, although this is somewhat hidden by the overlapping -. The D phrase of "You Won't See Me" begins by tonicizing IV through I . Because it occurs at the D phrase, this IV has pre-dominant function; it certainly does not sound cadential in this situation, and, as a result, the I chord that follows it is better understood as the upper fifth to IV rather than a return to tonic. The C phrase, which contains the title lyric, expresses the progression IV-I. Since this IV occurs in the C phrase under a -upper voice descent on the title lyric, this IV chord is best understood as having cadential function. (22) Therefore, on the middleground level, IV functions as both the pre-dominant and "dominant" of the verse, effecting the overall progression I-IV-IV-I.
[4.5] "Eight Days A Week" and "You Won't See Me" share the formal characteristic of embedded SRDC melodic structures within the DC phrases. In both cases, the large-scale D phrase contains SRD of the embedded phrase, and the two C phrases (both large and embedded) are one and the same (see Examples 12 and 13). The D gestures of both embedded phrases begin exactly like the large S phrases that began the verses-i.e., in "Eight Days a Week," "I ain't got nothing but love, babe" mimics "Ooh I need your love babe," and in "You Won't See Me," "And I will lose my mind" mimics "When I call you up"-but as the graphs in Examples 10 and 11 show, these D gestures are part of prolongations of pre-dominant harmonies, while the S phrases that they refer to prolong tonic harmonies. Specifically, the I-II progression in "Eight Days A Week" under "I ain't got nothing but love, babe" is part of a neighboring harmonic motion II -I-II , where I is subsidiary to II , and the I-II progression in "You Won't See Me" under "And I will lose my mind" effects a 5-6 shift on the preceding IV harmony, of which this I chord is the upper fifth. In other words, the embedded D phrases function like D phrases should, harmonically speaking, by participating in a pre-dominant prolongation. So, although both of these overall verses suggest a miniature AABA form, this final "A" is in fact not a recapitulation of the first two As (i.e., the S and R phrases) because it prolongs a different harmony. [4.6] When IV chords function cadentially, they can be prolonged by a preceding cadential I. This is an important difference between the cadential I and a cadential : the cadential I does not have to resolve to V. In the C phrase of "The Night Before" from Help! (1965), graphed in Example 14, the cadential I prolongs a cadential IV chord as its upper fifth. In this song, the D phrase begins on VI, which functions as the pre-dominant to IV. The C phrase expresses the cadential progression I-IV-I; since the IV in this case has cadential function, the I that precedes it functions like the cadential I in "I Saw Her Standing There" in that it prolongs the following cadential chord. The S and R phrases of this song end in half cadences with an interruption on in the upper voice; so, although the cadential motion of the verse is IV-I, we can also hear the final arrival on I as resolving the dominants that were left hanging in the S and R phrases. [4.7] IV chords that function as neighboring chords are common in individual phrases, but there is a subtle difference between neighboring IV chords and "back-relating" IV chords. Neighboring IV chords occur in a I-IV-I progression contained within a single phrase. Often a phrase is made up of the progression I-IV, and then the next phrase begins on I; in these cases, the IV chord is better understood as relating back to the first I and not to the I that follows it. For example, the S and R phrases from "Misery," graphed in Example 4, both contain the progression I-IV. The D phrase then begins with IV, which functions as the pre-dominant chord of the verse. Therefore, the last IV chord of the R phrase functions as an anticipatory pre-dominant chord (shown with a dotted slur in Example 4) . Were we to analyze the IV chord of the S phrase as a neighboring chord to I (i.e., within the progression I-IV-I) then the IV chord in the S phrase would be analyzed differently than the IV chord in the R phrase-namely, the former would be neighboring and the latter would be pre-dominant. It is better to understand the S phrase as expressing I-IV, and then stopping and restarting in the R phrase, so that the D phrase picks up where the S phrase left off. The I-IV-I progressions in "A Hard Day's Night," however, are best understood as neighboring progressions because they all occur within a single phrase (see the bracketed progressions in Example 5). (23) 5. Off-tonic beginnings [5.1] This section analyzes two Beatles songs in which the structural tonic does not occur at the beginning. There are two general ways to analyze such large-scale auxiliary cadences: either the opening harmony in some way substitutes for the tonic, such that, at a background level, the tonic arrives at the opening; or the auxiliary progression is a structural upbeat to the tonic, which does not arrive at the background level until it arrives on the foreground. (24) There is no a priori preference for either of these two interpretations; the two analyses below provide an example of each.
[5.2] Example 15 graphs "All I've Got To Do" from the album With The Beatles (1963) . The verses of this song are not in strict SRDC form because the S and R phrases are not exactly the same (see Example 16): the melodies are different, and the R phrase is half the length of the S phrase. Nevertheless, the two phrases fulfill the roles of SR by prolonging the same harmony (C minor = VI) and primary tone (G = ). (25) The D and C phrases are typical, in that the D phrase begins on a pre-dominant II chord and moves the upper voice to and the C phrase presents the cadential progression IV -I under -(note the use of a cadential minor IV chord). (26) [5.3] The overall harmonic progression in the verse is VI-II-IV -I. This progression supports a --descent in the upper voice, with the arrival on coinciding with the cadence on I. Because of this upper-voice descent, the harmonic progression represents a full Stufenkreis with the initial VI substituting for I-this is as opposed to reading the progression as an auxiliary cadence where the tonic is not reached until the end of the section. The difference between these two readings is subtle but important: in the former reading, the initial VI has tonic function even though it is not a literal tonic chord, whereas the latter reading treats it as subsidiary to the final tonic. The latter reading would be somewhat inconsistent with the upper voice: if the true tonic arrival occurs at the end of the verse, then one would expect this harmony to support the primary upper-voice tone, but in this example, the upper voice has already completed its descent from upon the arrival of this tonic. (27) [5.4] The B section of "All I've Got To Do" does not end with the expected half cadence/interruption; in fact, this section does not include a V chord at all. The overall motion is IV-I, with the IV functioning as a neighboring harmony connecting the tonic chords that end the verse and the bridge. The fact that the verse begins off-tonic allows for the bridge to end on I and retain a harmonic division between the bridge and the verse that immediately follows it; furthermore, since the initial tonic function was expressed by VI and not I, ending the bridge on I gives extra emphasis to the tonic that was denied at the opening.
[5.5] Another example of an off-tonic beginning is "And I Love Her" from A Hard Day's Night, graphed in Example 17. Before discussing the harmonic profile of this song, let us consider the phrase structure. The text of the verses consists of a rhyming couplet in iambic pentameter (in the first verse, "I give her all my love, that's all I do / And if you saw my love, you'd love her too") followed by a non-rhyming refrain line ("I love her" or, later, "And I love her"). The structure of the text, therefore, projects an SRC structure where the two lines of the couplet represent the S and R phrases and the final line represents the C phrase (with no intervening D phrase). This structure is projected in the rhythm as well; each line of the couplet spans four measures, each divided into two-measure subphrases, both containing the same rhythmic profile; the final line then spans two measures for a ten-measure verse.
[5.6] The harmony, however, is at odds with the SRC structure projected by the rhythm and the text. In the first phrase, VI is prolonged via a neighboring II, which acts as an appoggiatura chord ("I give her all my love, that's all I do"). The next phrase begins as if it would be the restatement of the first phrase with the II-VI progression ("And if you saw my love"), but departs halfway through the phrase to express a IV-V-I progression in E major ("you'd love her too / I love her"). As we have seen, this progression is expected in D and C phrases; its arrival in the middle of what should be the R phrase means that these two measures ("you'd love her too") function simultaneously as part of the R phrase (in the phrase structure) and as the D phrase (in the harmonic structure). (28) [5.7] The overall progression in the verse of "And I Love Her" is VI-IV-V-I, which is similar to the VI-II-IV -I of "All I've Got To Do." The upper voice, however, is different: the overall motion in the verse is the ascent --(E-F -G ), with an appoggiatura neighbor tone (F ) preceding the initial arrival of (E), which is transferred up an octave to E5. This motion is best understood as an initial ascent (Anstieg) to the primary tone ; because of the upward-resolving suspensions to in the S and R phrases, is not convincing as the primary tone; this plus the octave transfer makes a reading of this as a fundamental ascent like that of "A Hard Day's Night" (Example 5) unconvincing.
[5.8] The arrival on , which coincides with the first arrival of the tonic harmony, is the goal of the entire verse. Besides being the melodic goal of the --Anstieg mentioned above, the text builds up to the final lyric as well; the lyric "I love her" (or, in subsequent verses, "And I love her") is not only the title of the song, but also the main idea of the text of the whole verse (and is further set apart by the fact that it is in a different poetic meter than the other lines and does not rhyme). While the C phrase's lyric representing the verse's textual goal is quite common in the examples discussed so far, it is decidedly not the case in "All I've Got To Do": the title lyric in this song does not represent the main idea of the verse, and furthermore occurs earlier in the first phrase of the verse as well as in the C phrase. (29) In other words, the final lyric of "And I Love Her" ("I love her") summarizes the text of the entire verse, but that of "All I've Got To Do" ("all I've got to do") is more of an afterthought. These considerations suggest that the auxiliary cadence in "And I Love Her" is best understood as a structural upbeat to the C phrase, which contains the structural tonic and the primary tone. (30) 27. As Burstein 2005 notes, it is not uncommon for the initial harmony of an auxiliary cadence to support a primary upper-voice tone. The main question, however, is to which harmony this primary tone belongs at a more background level: does it belong to the tonic harmony that does not occur until the descent is finished (via rhythmic displacement) or does it belong to the initial harmony and therefore does not have background tonic support? In other words, in a rhythmic reduction in which the only notes present are the primary tone and the tonic harmony, would the primary tone be shifted forward to coincide with the literal arrival of the tonic, or would the tonic harmony be shifted backward to coincide with the beginning of the phrase? The former interpretation corresponds to the analysis of the auxiliary cadence as subsidiary to the final tonic, and the latter corresponds to the idea that the initial harmony is substituting for the tonic and has just as much structural weight. Return to text 28. One can imagine a more typical if trite verse in which the second line ("And if you saw my love, you'd love her too") had the same melody and harmony as the first line ("I give her all my love, that's all I do"), and there was an additional two-measure phrase inserted between the second line and the concluding line ("I love her") that contained the chord progression IV-V (A major-B major). This would make a complete SRDC structure, spanning twelve measures, that corresponded to the expected harmonic trends outlined in Section 2.
Return to text 29. The lyrics of the first verse of "All I've Got To Do": "Whenever I want you around / All I've got to do / is call you on the phone, and you'll come running home, / Yeah, that's all I've got to do." Return to text 30. See Lerdahl and Jackendoff 1983 for a non-Schenkerian discussion of large-scale structural upbeats and downbeats.
Return to text
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